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Abstract: This paper presents an extended behavior of networks of evolutionary processors. Usually, such nets
are able to solve NP-complete problems working with symbolic information. Information can evolve applying rules
and can be communicated though the net provided some constraints are verified. These nets are based on
biological behavior of membrane systems, but transformed into a suitable computational model. Only symbolic
information is communicated. This paper proposes to communicate evolution rules as well as symbolic
information. This idea arises from the DNA structure in living cells, such DNA codes information and operations
and it can be sent to other cells. Extended nets could be considered as a superset of networks of evolutionary
processors since permitting and forbidden constraints can be written in order to deny rules communication.
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Introduction
Natural sciences, and especially biology, represent a rich source of modeling paradigms. Well-defined areas of
artificial intelligence (genetic algorithms, neural networks), mathematics, and theoretical computer science (L
systems, DNA computing) are massively influenced by the behavior of various biological entities and phenomena.
In the last decades or so, new emerging fields of so-called ''natural computing'' [1,2,3] identify new
(unconventional) computational paradigms in different forms. There are attempts to define and investigate new
mathematical or theoretical models inspired by nature [8], as well as investigations into defining programming
paradigms that implement computational approaches suggested by biochemical phenomena. Especially since
Adleman's experiment [4] these investigations received a new perspective. One hopes that global system-level
behavior may be translated into interactions of a myriad of components with simple behavior and limited
computing and communication capabilities that are able to express and solve, via various optimizations, complex
problems otherwise hard to approach.
The origin of networks of evolutionary processors is a basic architecture for parallel and distributed symbolic
processing, related to the Connection Machine [7] as well as the Logic Flow paradigm [5], which consists of
several processors, each of them being placed in a node of a virtual complete graph, which are able to handle
data associated with the respective node. All the nodes send simultaneously their data and the receiving nodes
handle also simultaneously all the arriving messages, according to some strategies, see, e.g., [6,7].
Networks of evolutionary processors (NEP) [9,11] are language-generating device, if we look at the strings
collected in the output node. We can also look at them as doing some computation. If we consider these networks
with nodes having filters defined by random context conditions, which seems to be closer to the recent
possibilities of biological implementation, then using these simple mechanisms we can solve NP-complete
problems in linear time. Such solutions are presented for the Bounded Post Correspondence Problem in [10] for
the 3-Colorability Problem in [9] and for the {\it Common Algorithmic Problem} in [12] As a further step, in [12] the
so-called hybrid networks of evolutionary processors are considered. Here deletion node or insertion node has its
own working mode (performs the operation at any position, in the left-hand end or in the right-hand end of the
word) and different nodes are allowed to use different ways of filtering. Thus, the same network may have nodes
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where the deletion operation can be performed at arbitrary position and nodes where the deletion can be done
only at right-end of the word.
In this paper, we present some results regarding a network of evolutionary processor based on an extended
behavior from the biological point of view. This is a preliminary work in which rules pass through the net, they are
not associated to a fix processor.

Networks of Evolutionary Processors
Connectionist models consists of several processors which are located in the nodes of a virtual graph and are
able to perform operations in that node, according to some predefined rules. Information is passed through
connections in order to obtain a collaborative solution to a given problem. All processors work in a parallel way
and they only perform simple operations.
A network of evolutionary processors is a tuple
• V, U are the net alphabet and input alphabet respectively.
• G is an undirected graph in which each node is a processor. Processors have a set of objects/strings and a
set of evolution rules.
• N is a mapping that associates each processor with a set of filters.
• α is a mapping that defines the behavior of filters (weak or strong conditions).
• xI, xO are the input and output processors.
Objects in processors can evolve and communicated to other connected processors. That is, rules can be applied
(evolution) or objects can pass filter conditions (communication). These two steps could be sequential (evolution
and then communication) or parallel (evolution and communication at same time).

Evolution
A given string x can evolve provided there is some rule to apply it. Taking into account that there are an arbitrary
large number of copies of string x in processor, several rules can be applied in parallel to different copies in one
evolutionary step.
Therefore, the set of objects in a processor i after an evolution step, denoted by L’i, are those before the evolution
(Li) adding objects obtained after rules in i are applied. That is,

Communication
A given string/object x can pass filters in processor i, iff the following constraint is satisfied:
Where,
is the filter set associated to a given processor i. This set can contain just input and output filters, or
forbidden context filters as well. That is,
. Constraints are
defined as follows:
• Constraints conditions with permitting filters (PI, PO); where P is either input filter or output filter, it depends if
the string is sent out or received with strong conditions (s) or weak condition (w):

• Constraints conditions with permitting filters (PI, PO) and forbidden context (FI, FO); where P, F is either input
filter or output filter, it depends if the string is sent out or received with strong conditions (s) or weak
conditions (w):
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Therefore, the set of objects in a processor i after a communication step, denoted by L’i, are those before the
communication (Li) removing objects sent out and adding objects from other processors connected to i. That is,

The most important result of such networks of evolutionary processors is that they can solve NP-complete
problems in linear time and linear resources.

Extended Networks of Evolutionary Processors
The communication step is only applied to objects in traditional nets. An extended version is proposed in order to
be able to send rules from one processor to other ones. This property provides a more realistic behavior since
operations are not fixed in processors, they can pass through the net in the same way objects do.
A rule can pass filter conditions provided:
That is, given rule rj belonging to processor i can be sent out if both antecedent and consequent strings can pass
filters in processor i, and can be received by other processors if the rule pass their input filters (weak or strong
conditions).
A network of evolutionary processors can be transformed into an equivalent extended network of evolutionary
processors just choosing the right filters. For example, antecent belonging to rules can be added to forbidden
filter in order to avoid rules communication.
Following theorems regarding computational power of non-extended networks of evolutionary processors can be
also applied to extended networks of evolutionary processors.
Theorem 1. A complete NEP of size 5 can generate each recursively enumerable language. [9]
Theorem 2. A star NEP of size 5 can generate each recursively enumerable language. [9]
Theorem 3. The bounded PCP can be solved by an NEP in size and time linearly bounded by the product
of K and the length of the longest string of the two Post lists. [12]
Theorem 4. The families of regular and context-free languages are incomparable with the family of
languages generated by simple NEPs. [10]
Theorem 5. The 3-colorability problem can be solved in O(m + n) time by a complete simple NEP of size
7m+2, where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges of the input graph. [10]

Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents an extended behavior in networks of evolutionary processors. Now, rules can pass from one
processor to another one provided filter constraints are satisfied. This mechanism allows operations and data to
pass through the net, not only data like in networks of evolutionary processors. This idea tries to model DNA
behavior in which information combines data and operations for living cells, the information is a whole, does not
matther if it is data or operations. Rules can pass filters as well as objects do, according to filter specifications.
It is clear that this model is a superset of networks of evolutionary processor and therefore it can solve NPcomplete problems in linear time and linear resources. Main advantage of such extended model is that the time to
solve a problem is lower than non-extended models since rules can travel to transform objects at different
processors.
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There are some other possibilities when defining conditions of rules in order to pass filters,

A lot of open problems that can be taken into account to probe computational power of extended networks of
evolutionary processors. First step will consist on solving same problems than non-extended net in order to
compare time and resources.
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